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1/29/2024 K9 MEDIC 2024 Q1A                 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
SOP/Medical Changes

No change-

Curriculum Content
Removed anatomy terminology (cranial etc)-
New slides on Wound Packing Updates for better consistency/quality-
Improved description of Exertion Curves and Temperature has momentum (freight train analogy)-
Naloxone PPE update to include P100 mask if aerosolized opioid contamination-
Added TXA slide after fluid admin in shock slides (and duplicate in bleeding as reminder)-
Added Pharmacology (based on K9TCCC 2023) section after Naloxone (first four slides hidden by default covered in shock already)-
Added Burn Section (after bandaging) not needed in most classes but good for FAQ-
Added a few environmental hypothermia slides after burns (not needed in most classes, but good for FAQ)-
Added old snake bite lecture into main slide deck after toxins so all slides now included in main decks-

Formatting/Editing:
Changes throughout incl:

Consolidated shock slides○
Updated muzzle slides images○

-

Expanded detail slides on Human/K9 differences-

Added many video clips from online academy
You don't need to play them if they will be covered/demo in station
Primarily for large awareness level groups that won't have practice or able to see demo

-

Also good back up to ensure consistency across instructors

Added train the trainer and online academy slides at end-

Admin/Ops:
Added "Dog house rules"-
Updated Class Logistics to include emergency meeting location-
Added more agenda slides for different events-
Added QR codes for events-
Slowly adding all bios (hide people not present)-
Broken into 5 files because addition of videos cause file size > 1GB-

Technical: 
Broken into 5 files because addition of videos cause file size > 1GB-
Video resolution set to 720p-

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

5/20/2023 K9 MEDIC 23Q2A                 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
SOP/Medical Changes

Addition of PowerGrip XXT Alternative method-

Curriculum Content
Major HEAT section edits

Added ABCs of Heat Injury Prevention

A Assessments (Know your dog, exertion curve trending etc)
B Body Conditioning (6 mile hikes are good etc)
C Climate Control (2wk acclimatization etc) 

○

Updated Heat section to reflect Minor/Moderate/Severe aka Stress/Exhaustion/Stroke to match current standards in DHS/DOD/VetALS etc○

-

@PPT Master Release Notes
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New flow etc, so definitely review this before presenting it○

Updated terminology FROM "As Tight as You Can" to "Until the Bleeding Stops"-
Consistent with TCCC/TECC, focusses on desired outcome, prevents further injury

Updated terminology FROM "Near Drowning"  to "Drowning"
(Joint Trauma System, Wilderness Medical Society, WHO and others all agree NOT to use "Near Drowning"

-

Formatting/Editing:
Two new slide template sets added for variety-

Slide Flow: 
Addition of Introductions slide and beginning of instructor slides-

SubSets
Addition of Conference SubSite #Conference-TopTopics-Non-Trauma (tagging in progress)-

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

1/27/2023 K9 MEDIC 23Q1A                 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Workbook Notes
Fixed typos below-
Added Colorado Pain Scale and Modified Glascow Coma Score-

Formatting/Editing:
Fixed errors in fluid doses (see blue boxes in slides) all changed to:

Bleeding: 10mL/kg, 5mL/lb, 250mL○
All Else: 20mL/kg, 10mL/lb, 500mL○

-

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

1/17/2023 Master 2023 v010                 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Curriculum Content:
Updated: Principles of Medical Handling slides-
Updated: Fluid Dose slides-
New:  Blood Donor slides-
New: Advanced Assessments (tagged as #EMS)-
New: Chocolate Quiz slides (may need to update M&M amount?)-
New: Sago palm and updated plants general-
New: Problem of pain (basic and advanced)-
Updated: Added famotidine for H1/H2 advantage-
Updated: Anaphylaxis vs Allergies with Storm photo-
New: HCP  Intro (Health Care Providers) military (tagged as #HCP)-
New: Mesenteric torsion (not for most classes keep hidden)-
Confirmed: Noflap ear wrap is included (but added purchase link for it and PAWZ)-
Update: increasing font size (incl single slides to more slides)-
Update: current version of baseline trending card (Ext curv, peak, recov, also panting)-

Workbook:
All content above-
Added Sample Patient Cards for practice-
Fixed Drug sheet error from 25mg to 250mg for TXA-
Fixed Paw Wrap page size print error-

Formatting/Editing:
Typos/text glitches (inc Jo  add star, add fpp -
DEHydrated vs Hydrated in Heat section-
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Removed multiple animations (GDV, shock comparisons, etc)-
Confirmed GDV stomach orientation (print needed updating)-
Video icons-

Technical: 
Consolidating slide master templates (more to do)-
New #EMS #Handler #HCP tags (more to do)-
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SOP/Medical Changes
No change-

Curriculum Content
No change-

Workbook Notes
No change-

Instructor Notes
No change-

Formatting/Editing:
No Change-

Technical: 
No Change-
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